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Chamakam - English Presented By: This comprises of 11 parts. All the good things of the earth are there. With
these transient goods of the world you can perform sacrifices unto the Gods and reach their abodes. Hence
extend your prayer thus: So as to serve in them". Thereby you can rise in the scale of beings, from a man
develop into a God. Go a step further still. Understand the secret of sacrifice that the Creator Himself is
performing with regard to His creation. It consists of 56 materials. Brief Summary of What it Asks for The 4th
is the "Food and Drink" Anuvaka which craves for grains that sustain urkcha may soonruthaa cha may.. The
5th Anuvaka marks off the real bent of Chamakam by asking for the earth and treasures on it and inside it. The
6th is shortest called "Ardhendram" in which the names of 20 Vedic gods to whom sacrifices are usually
offered are coupled with that of Indra asAgnischa may indrascha may. The 7th indicates 29 vessels used for
Soma sacrifices. The 9th prays for the main sacrifices including the famous Ashvamedha or horse-sacrifice
along with their accompaniments and the 4 Vedas. The 10th Anuvaka is the great dedicatory prayer. It
mentions of 31 objects. It recalls the days of Vedic lifestyle of agriculture based economy prevalent at that
time. And him who has three eyes, and Pray and request, to move us away from the catch of death, like the
cucumber separated from its stalk, and firmly put us in the path of salvation. Chamakam - Meaning in English
Chamakam: Oh ye Gods Agni and Vishnu May both of you bear goodwill to me. Let these words of praise of
mine magnify you. Approach me together bearing riches and food Section: A sanskrit sloka runs: The Hindus
attach greatest importance and regard to purity of food. This refers not only to the material external purity of
food, but its inner one. Once dedicated to Gods, the food becomes nectar and lead the eater to heaven and
immortality. Also it asks to be blessed with mellifluous voice, intonations of Vedic hymns, sound mind, good
appetite and relish for food etc. Suppose a man is blessed with the perfection of body and limbs prayed for in
the earlier section, what next? The first 2 in the list request prominence and overlordship over men. Three and
four curiously enough seeks for internal and external anger. As Aristotle puts it, "a man who is not getting
justifiable anger is considered a coward". A deeper consideration will show that there are occasions when not
to get angry argues cowardice. This type of anger by Rama is commendable according to Chamakam. Besides
this, the myth of believes by Westerners that Hinduism is an austere unworldly religion is smashed here by
asking Bhukthi and Muthki, Shradda, healthy sports, well-stocked and furnished life, a good past and future.
This shows the ascendancy of mind and its desires. Jayshtan cha may aadhipatyan cha may manyushcha may
bhaamashcha maymashchamambhashcha may jaymaa cha may mahima cha may varimaa cha may prathimaa
cha may varshmaa cha may dhraguyaa cha may vradhan cha may vrudhishcha may kreedaa cha may
modashcha may jaatan cha may janishyamaanan cha may sooktam cha may sukrutan cha may vitthan cha may
vaydhyan cha may bhootan cha may bhavishyachcha may sugan cha may supathan cha ma redhan cha ma
rudhishcha may kluptan cha may klipthishcha may mathishcha may sumathishcha may MEANING: Seniority
and prominence among men; and lordship; and just resentments and internal anger; and the reasonable
external manifestation of anger; and unfathomable depth of mind and character; and sweet waters; and
dominance and victory over my foes; and the wealth and glory derived from my successes; and being sought
after and respected by others; and increase and plenitude of my possessions; and offspring and the unbroken
continuance of posterity; and plenty of worldly goods; and the natural superiority which comment from
learning and character: It can be noted here that words occur almost in pairs, the second completing and taking
up what is stated in the first, are more usually balancing this world and the next, the material and the spiritual.
In order to sustain in this world, one needs to have regular intake of food. To acquire this, men wanders all
over the world to keep feeding the tiny stomach. Starting with food in general, 38 things are prayed for here,
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which can be classified as "Food and Drink Anuvakam" or the "Grains Anuvakam" in its special aspect. It
services as primary need for food and satisfaction of hunger. Grains, Millets and legume form the kings among
them, the coarser and the smaller are also mentioned. The earth and all things standing on it like stone, clay,
sands, hills and mountains and all trees, creepers and vegetation on it 1 to 6 ; and the animals inside it 7 to 12 ;
fire and waters 13 to 14 are asked for. Grains cultivated and uncultivated; and animals domestic and wild are
next mentioned. Then the sacrifices are rather expensive affairs. Wealth ancestral and self-earned, and the
blessing of sons who can earn for themselves, and commodious houses well-furnished and well-stocked are
hence listed in detail. Vedic Gods numbering 20 unto whom sacrifices are to be offered are invoked dually, the
first being the particular God, along with Indra coupled as the second permanent factor e. Agni and Indra;
Soma and Indra and so on. Either their actual presence in the particular sacrifice is prayed for or their grace
and acceptance of the sacrifices. The idea of invoking two Gods in a single hymn, or in a single sacrifice to
ensure greater benefits, is a recurring one in the Vedas. Why is Indra coupled with every God? Indra obtains
the greater portion of the offerings than the other Gods individually. As a result, Indra is considered Yajaman the person performing the sacrifice in the head. India is King of Gods and as such gets as tribute half the
portion of the sacrificial offerings made to the Gods. Hence, the title of this is "Arthendram" or invocation to
the Gods coupled with Indra. The performer attains to the results of the sacrifices by sacrificing to the
instruments. The instruments embody the form of the sacrifice. The vessels Amsu, etc. This point is stressed
here. This section fits well with the human thought that first he is asking for worldly pleasures and enjoyment,
then slowly ascending to the level of Godliness. This 10th Section which consists of 31 items is the climax and
easily the most vital ones. It offers an illuminating commentary on life in Vedic times which seems to have
revolved on the twin axes of agriculture and sacrifices. Agriculture and home life revolved on cows and bulls.
Items 21 to 30 are more or less a repetition of items 13 to 29 of the 1st Anuvaakam with some omissions.
While we approach the final section, this can be called as "Benedictory Anuvaakam". It prays for 41 things; a
numerals of which 1 to 17 are odd, and 18 to 29 even and taking up the strain of food with which it began in
first section, it repeats the cycle of food order, but it does not stop short as before, but traces it to the ultimate
root causes. It prays for food No. What do the numbers stand for? And the next one runs: Similarly, he
performs Homa mentioning even numbers till 44, for the Jagadi metre hath 44 letters. As we conclude in this
session, different Gods and forefathers are invoked to bless us all and to offer humble benediction. The prayer
mentioned here reflects Vedic thoughts of positive thinking. In a nut shell, the Prayer here throws open its
mind in calling for peaceful and serene atmosphere in the world. Let our thoughts, actions and living be
peaceful. Let our speech, hearing and praise be sweet; let this earth not cause me any trouble. Om idaa
devahoormanuryagyaneerbruhaspathirukthaamadaani
shagumsishadhvishvedevaahssookthavacha:
Kamadhenu, the divine cow discovered the hymns by which the Gods are invoked. Manu was the sacrificer.
Let me think sweet thoughts; let me perform sweet actions which bear sweet fruits; let me bear sweet
offerings; let my speech and praise be sweet; let me utter words which sound sweet unto the Gods; let me utter
sweet words unto men who would lend their ears. Let the Gods illumine me and render my speech sweet. The
cessation of all these and the attainment of that peace which passeth understanding, which is Brahman is
prayed for.
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download rudram mp3 rudram chamakam mp3 free calendrierdelascience.com Sri Rudram occurs in Krishna Yajur
Veda in the Samhitha. Depends upon other available translations mainly in Tamil and. Malayalam, I
calendrierdelascience.com app is mainly for the devotees to help in learning Sri Rudram, Sri Rudra.

Three commentators- Sayana, Bhattabhaskara and Abhinavasankara- have written commentaries for Sri
Rudram. This present explanation has been written in accordance with these three commentaries. There are a
total of 11 Anuvakams sections in Sri Rudram. In the first Anuvakam, the angry Sri Rudra is pacified. From
the second to the ninth Anuvakams, Sri Rudra is eulogised in many ways and obeisance paid to him. In the last
two Anuvakams, prayers are offered to Sri Rudra and Rudraganas. There are many terrible and calm forms of
Sri Rudra. In order to pacify the terrible form of his, obeisance is paid to his anger, weapons etc. How can
there be anger in Sri Parameswara, the blemishless one with all good attributes? The answer is that his anger
in order to punish those, who transgress his commands contained in Srutis, Smritis etc. As anger is the basic
cause of all types of grief, anger is propitiated at the beginning itself. When Parameswara gets angry, his arrow
will come in front; he will then look at his bow. Then his two arms will go on to hold them. Hence anger,
arrow, bow and arms are prayed to in that order. Hence praying and paying obeisance to them is but
appropriate. Once Arjuna forgot the method of using Paasupatastra. In order to learn it, Sri Krishna and Arjuna
went to Kailasa. Parameswara asked them to bring a certain weapon from the adjacent divine lake. When they
both went to the lake, they noticed that the weapon looked very terrible, surrounded by poisonous flames. Sri
Krishna then chanted Sri Rudram in order to pacify it and make it come to his hands. The weapon then
reached his hands in a calm and peaceful form. This has been mentioned in the Mahabharata. The other two
commentaries state the meaning: This is a Mahamantra meant for driving away famine and national
calamities. Abhinavasankara comments that having prayed for worldly pleasures in the previous mantra,
happiness of Liberation is prayed for in this mantra. Bhattabhaskara comments that some of the calm forms of
Sri Parameswara have weapons; some do not have; in the previoua mantra, the form with weapons was prayed
to and in this mantra, the form without weapons is worshipped. As Upanishad states that on rising of
Atmagnana, all sins are destroyed, it follows that Atmagnana is the enemy of sins. Girisantha- This term
denoting Parameswara has been interpreted in many ways. The Rishi for this mantra is Kaasyapa; chandas is
svaraatanushtup; Devata is Sambhu. Having prayed for attaining fulfillment of desires in second and third
mantras, the Rishi prays now in this fourth mantra for freedom from adversities. In this fifth mantra,
fulfillment of desire and prevention of misery are both prayed for. By contact with the praises of sinners,
Parameswara does not acquire any blemish; he remains ever pure. By contact with impure water from the
streets, the water in the ever pure Ganga does not become sullied. On the other hand, the other waters, by
contact with the Ganga, become pure, like the Yamuna. Similarly, the words in praise of the ever pure
Parameswara uttered by sinners become very sacred by contact with Parameswara. The fourth and fifth
mantras together form one mantra; the Rishi is Gautama; chandas, Gayatri; Devata, Rudra. If these two
mantras are recited constantly for 21 days, the full power of the mantras will be attained. Evils like untimely
death etc. Even if we worship and pray to Sri Parameswara, how can he protect us, when there are Yama,
Chitragupta et al, who prescribe punishments in accord with sins, and Devas, who are witnesses to the sins?
This mantra states in response to this doubt that nobody else can cause any trouble to those who have received
the grace of Parameswara. Adhivakata- one who speaks in favour of his devotees. As a fruit of the excellent
act of worship of Parameswara, he speaks in favour of his devotees. Hence it is not a deficiency. From the
above passages of Sruti, Smriti and Itihasa, it is clear that Parameswara is the greatest. How can a devotee of
his, who worships him, be punished by others, who also adore him? It is not only that the devotee of
Parameswara will not be troubled by others, but praised indeed. Being the in-dweller, Parameswara induces
Devas to praise the devotee of his. Bhishak- This term means doctor. Like bodily disease, there are many other
afflictions like sin, grief of samsara, poverty etc. Sri Parameswara treats all these afflictions. One, who
diagnoses the cause of a disease, may sometimes resort to surgery. Though surgery is troublesome to the sick
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person, as it is performed for the ultimate well being of the patient, the surgeon is praised as compassionate
and not castigated as cruel. Similarly though Parameswara, the doctor who treats the disease of Samsara,
punishes the evil Rakshasas, serpents etc. Where is his sin still left? Is he not an excellent person of merit?
Hunters, who indulged in many sinful deeds in the forest, once climbed a bilva tree and kept plucking bilva
leaves and throwing them down. There was a Sivalingam at that place; the hunters were unaware of it.
However, as the bilva leaves dropped by them fell on the Sivalingam, Parameswara considered the hunters as
his devotees and ordered after their death that they be brought to Kailasam. How can they be brought to
Kailasam? Hence you have no power to punish them. In these stories it is seen that after the emissaries of
Yama were driven away, Parameswara spoke to Yama, Chitragupta et al in favour of the hunters. Chanting
this mantra is capable of completely destroying miseries from Rakshasas, spirits, poison, fever etc. Of them,
Parameswara of the form of Surya is praised in the 7th and 8th mantras. The zone around Surya appears
red-coloured at dawn time, a less deep red in colour after some time and golden later. Were there no Surya, the
entire world will become inauspicious, enveloped in darkness. May all of them bless us. Dishonour arises by
not performing acts as laid down in Vedas and anger because of performing acts prohibited in Vedas. It is said
that we nullify these two aspects.
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Chapter 3 : Sri Rudram Namakam â€“ Tamil | Vaidika Vignanam
This is an outstanding Sanskrit recital by Sri. Sarvasri. M. Sambamurthy sastry and Pudukottai Mahalinga sastry. This
57 + minutes video contains Various Vedic chants namely, Rudram Chamakam.

What is the cause of sorrow or sin? It is agnyanam ignorance. So Rudram means eliminator of sorrows and
sins. Lord Siva get the name Rudra because he removes sorrows and sins and also the cause of those which is
ignorance. Sri Rudram talks about the glory of Siva. His omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence etc. It is a
Maha Mantra. It consists of mantras. Their recital for a stipulated time yields good results and wards off all
bad happenings. It is said that regular chanting of it leads to Jnana. The Kaivalyopanishad also echoes this
fact. The Anusasanika Parva of Mahabharata mentions that Lord Krishna recited it several times and explained
its great power and efficacy. Rudram has got two portions called Namakkam and Chamakkam each containing
eleven chapters or Anuvakams. There are two important and well known Mantras in Sri Rudram. Panchakshari
Mantra and Mrithunjaya Mantra. The essence of this mantra can be found in the middle portion â€”
namasivaya, i. In fact, Siva occurs not only in the middle of Panchakshari mantra but also in the middle of Sri
Rudram itself. Siva, the name is considered to be the most auspicious. The Panchakshari mantra is also known
as saranagati mantra. We surrender to the Lord. This means we surrender to the order of the law of the Lord
â€” the universal law of dharma and the universal law of karma. It is like obtaining four mangoes with one
stone. The four purushaartas or objectives of life are dharma, artha, kama and moksha meaning righteousness,
wealth, desire and liberation. Three beautiful descriptions of Lord Siva are given in this mantra:
Pushtivardhanam, Sugandhi and Thryambaka. Pushti means material benefits. In the beginning stages of life,
we all seek material benefits â€” artha and kama. First and foremost we want security in terms of food,
clothing and shelter. Once these basic needs are taken care of, we want some comforts. After artha we look
forward to kama. Artha and kama together is called pushti. So Rudram says if you are interested in basic needs
and material benefits, come to me. After artha and kama comes dharma. Lord Siva is Sugandhi, the fragrant
one. Here fragrance does not mean physical fragrance like that of perfume. The real fragrance of a person is
his character. While the fragrance of perfume spreads a few feet, fragrance in the form of noble character
spreads all around. Thryambaka means one who has three eyes. We all know that Lord Siva is supposed to
have three eyes. Various interpretations are given for this. When Lord Siva is considered in the vishwaroopa
universal form, the three eyes are the sun, moon and fire. These three are chosen because they are the
illuminators of the world. During daytime the sun is the illuminator, during nighttime the moon is the
illuminator and in the olden days, during new moon days, fire was used for illumination in the night. In the
second interpretation, two eyes are material eyes through which we experience the material world. A third
interpretation says one becomes a gunathita by worshipping Lord Shiva. Having understood the greateness of
Rudram, lets now enjoy listening to this superb mantra. We express our sincere thanks to Ramesh
Krishnakumar for his English translation of the mesmerising chanting rendered by Vedic Priests of India.
References for the text: Lectures by Swami Paramarthananda.
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I'm very interesting in history, art and culture of India and I'm studing his civilization; so I've visited Rajasthan, Gujarat,
Tamil Nadu and Kerala in theese years. I'm a draftwoman, so I like collect works of extraordinary arts and crafts of
villages, that must be protected and helped.
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Sri Rudram - Namakam and Chamakam Srirudram, also known as Rudraprasna, is a hymn devoted to lord Shiva. It is
part of the Yajur Veda and one of the greatest of the Vedic hymns.
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SRI RUDRAM (with CHAMAKAM) Commentary by Sri R. MUTHUKRISHNA SASTRI, calendrierdelascience.comASA
SARMA Srimatham, Kanchipuram Translated from Tamil by calendrierdelascience.com, Navi Mumbai.
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